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Abstract　Performance is a crucial factor to the success of a Web application , and performance testing is an
important w ay of ensuring this quality.However , due to many uncertainties of Internet and Web users ,
performance testing of Web applications is mo re dif ficult than traditional client/server testing.Three per-
formance testing methods fo r Web are compared.A practical , simulation-driven automated load testing
method is presented w ith an example.The key steps are:① identify the test ing workload and design test
cases according to sy stem usage pat terns and dif ferent client characteristics , ②use sui table tools to develop
test scripts , ③ test the application wi th predefined wo rkload to simulate the behaviors of real users , and ④
collect performance data.A template of the performance testing plan is also provided.
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????? 500 400 800 1200 1000 500 600
?? 800 320 1050 2500 950 550 370
?? 1000 8000 12000 31200 26000 12000 8000
?? 200 1600 8800 16800 13500 3000 2000
????? 100 800 1200 3450 2000 3500 2400
???? 110 300 570 600 480 510 170
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56Kbps Modem 20 1.544M bps T1/ LAN 5
112Kbps Dual ISDN 5 10Mbps LAN 25
256Kbps DSL/ Cable 5 45Mbps T3/ LAN 15
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8 15 3 5 56Kbps 20 IE 35
16 30 6 35 512Kbps 15 Nets. 15
24 15 12 20 10Mbps 25 ?? 10
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8 5 3 3 256Kbps 5 IE 5
16 5 6 5 1.54Mbps 5 Nets. 5
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